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Address Kunshan BYB wire and cable co.,ltd 
1301 Fengxing Rd 
Huaqiao Town 
KunShan 215332

Country China (People´s Republic)

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Kunshan BYB wire and cable co.,ltd. was founded in August 2006 jointly by Hong Kong Billabong Electronic Co., Ltd. and Ningbo Shunsheng
Communication Apparatus Co., Ltd. With a land area of 26,637 square meters and a building area of over 27,000 square meters, the Company is
located in Huaqiao Town of Kunshan City, the east gate of Suzhou in Jiangsu, adjacent to Shanghai International Automobile City. The Company
specializes in manufacturing integrated wiring products and solar photovoltaic products, with an annual output of 400 thousand cases of cables (305 /
meters) and 50MW solar photovoltaic modules. The Company boasts its cutting edge equipment and inspection equipment made in Europe, US,
Japan and China, as well as its strict quality management system and testing standard. At present, the Company has passed the ISO9001:2000
Quality Management System Certification and Communications Cables Quality Certification issued by UL, as well as the Solar Energy Cable
Certification issued by TUV. Besides adopting the certification standards, we also offer customized products. Our products are mainly sold in Europe,
America, Australia, Middle East, Southeast Asia and so on, and have won well comments from clients. The Company has a professional technology
research and development team and well-trained staff. Adhering to the management principle of people orientation and the management philosophy of
technology leadership, and pursuing the quality principle of “Quality first, client supreme, constant improvement”, the company is devoted to
developing and innovating for assuring a leading technology in the same industry. While ensuring the technical standard, the Company has made
great efforts to reduce production cost and satisfy clients’ demands through strengthening management, improving qualification rate, reducing rejection
rate, and increasing production efficiency, so as to improve our competitiveness and survival ability in the market.
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